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Exploring the near-field properties on coupled plasmonic nanostructures by photoemission electron

microscopy

（光電子顕微鏡によるプラズモン結合モードの近接場特性に関する研究）

In the past few decades, the optical properties of localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) that

occur on metallic nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted more and more research interests due to the wide

applications in many fields. The LSPRs lead to intense light scattering and absorption around the

plasmon resonant wavelength in the far field and local field enhancement in the near field. Recent

advances in synthesis and nanofabrication techniques allow for the fabrication of metallic NPs with

nanometric accuracy and complex shapes. The complex plasmonic NPs that resemble NPs with small

gap distance can be fabricated. Complex plasmonic NPs can induce plasmon coupling that may result

in greater local field enhancement; they also exhibit some striking properties such as plasmon hy-

bridization, Fano resonance, and electromagnetically induced transparency. So far, optical properties

of the complex coupled plasmonic NPs have been characterized mainly by far-field spectroscopy and

numerical simulations. Spectral response and field distribution of the coupled plasmonic NPs remain

largely unexplored experimentally. This thesis aims at the investigation of near-field spectral prop-

erty and near-field mapping of the coupled plasmonic NPs using photoemission electron microscopy

(PEEM).

First I described the development of multiphoton PEEM in probing the near field of the plasmonic NPs.

I elucidated how PEEM can be applied to obtain the near-field mapping and the near-field spectra us-

ing simple gold (Au) nanoblock structures as an example. I obtained the near-field mapping of the Au

nanoblocks with high spatial resolution. The near-field spectra were obtained by excitation wavelength

dependent PEEM measurements. Selective excitation of dipole and quadrupole plasmon modes was

demonstrated by manipulating the polarizations of the oblique incidence light. Additionally, the dy-

namics of the LSPRs was investigated by time-resolved PEEM using an interferometric pump-probe

technique. In particular, it was demonstrated that the quadrupole mode has longer dephasing time than

the dipole mode. (Chapter 2)

I further apply PEEM in more complex coupled plasmonic nanostructures. I selected Au dolmen

nanostructures, which have been investigated by several groups as a typical coupled plasmonic system.

The spectral property of dolmen structures was previously explained by the Fano resonance as the re-

sult of interference between a spectral wide bright dipole plasmon mode and a narrow dark quadrupole

mode. However, in this study, I clarified that the spectral response of dolmen structures is primarily at-

tributable to the bonding and anti-bonding plasmon modes resulted from plasmon hybridization. This

attribution was supported by near-field spectra measured by PEEM. I obtained the spatially resolved

near-field spectral response of dolmen structures and observed that the maximum near-field enhance-



ment is dominated by the bonding and anti-bonding modes. Distinct near-field intensity distribution

can be found for different plasmon modes. Based on these results, I further discuss the crossover

between plasmon hybridization and Fano resonance in coupled plasmonic nanostructures. (Chapter 3)

The pitch size of a regular two-dimensional array of metallic nanoparticles plays an important role in

the plasmonic properties of the array due to the far-field plasmon coupling between nanoparticles. In

particular, when the pitch size is comparable to the plasmon resonant wavelength, the grating effect

can alter the resonant wavelength and the dephasing time of plasmon resonance. I also examined

the effect of the far-field coupling and especially the grating effect on complex Au dolmen structures

from the view point of near-field response measured by PEEM. The results demonstrated that the two

hybridized plasmon modes on Au dolmen structures could be modified by the grating effect. For

comparison, the grating effects in arrays of simple Au nanoblock structures and complex heptamer

structures which support a strong bright plasmon mode and a dark plasmon mode, respectively, have

also been investigated. The spectral response of the two hybridized plasmon modes on the dolmen

structures as the pitch size changed evolved in a manner similar to that of the bright dipole mode on

the nanoblocks could be observed, whereas the dark mode on the heptamer structures is less sensitive

to the pitch size. (Chapter 4)

Herein, the near-field properties on different kinds of Au plasmonic nanostructures have been investi-

gated by using PEEM. Near-field mapping in nanometer resolution and near-field spectral properties

of various plasmonic NPs were measured. The results revealed that the dipole mode, quadrupole

mode, and even plasmon coupling mode could by measured by PEEM. Otherwise, the different plas-

mon modes have been demonstrated that they have different sensitivity to the far-field coupling and

grating effect. Furthermore, the results demonstrated that the near-field spectrum can be used to dis-

tinguish the crossover between plasmon hybridization and Fano resonance. The investigations deepen

our understanding of the LSPRs on plasmonic nanostructures and will help for optimizing the design

of the structures and developing plasmon-based applications. The work present in this thesis further

demonstrates the great potential of PEEM as a promising technique for plasmonics.


